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Data Collection

Introduction
Problem
❖
Students at Duke University have an overwhelming
amount of co-curricular opportunities, so it can be
difficult for students to determine which activities or
resources align best with their interests

Solution
❖
Work with Duke O.I.T. to develop an “e-advisor” that
recommends students a list of co-curricular programs
based on their previous involvement
Secret

Ideal Data
❖ Descriptions and characteristics of each co-curricular
❖ Students’ co-curricular “pathways”
➢ A record of programs, clubs, and resources that
students utilize in throughout their Duke career
Tag Words
❖ Created 55 tag words by reading the description of
technology-related co-curriculars
❖ Web-scraped Duke Groups using these tag words to
find relevant co-curricular activities
➢ Used this data to determine which programs
were associated with certain tags
Student Data
❖ Unable to obtain data directly from organizations, so
instead collected data from willing Data+ participants
❖ Intend to collect more student participation data using
our R Shiny website (see slide 3)

Link

Our Recommendation Algorithm
❖

Objective → to provide useful and personalized recommendations to Duke undergraduate students
➢
Useful recommendations would be co-curriculars that are similar to ones the user has already participated in
➢
Personalized recommendations would be co-curriculars that students similar to the user have participated in
➢
Combined content-based (75%) and collaborative (25%) filtering to create a hybrid recommendation algorithm
■
As more students contribute to our data set, we intend to weigh collaborative filtering more heavily

Content-Based Filtering
❖

Uses tag words to find programs similar to the
user’s co-curriculars

❖

Performs TF-IDF calculations on binary matrix of tag
words and programs
➢
Gives less weight to programs that have
many tag words
➢
Gives less weight to tag words that are
applied more frequently to many different
programs
Ranks the activities from most recommended to
least recommended, excluding activities in which
the user has already participated

❖

Collaborative Filtering
❖

Uses student data to compare the user’s
co-curriculars to other students’ participation

❖

Calculates programs’ cosine similarities based on
student data to compare them

❖

Uses similarity scores and student participation history
to determine an overall score for each student and
program combination
Ranks activities by their overall score, excluding
activities in which the student has already participated

❖

R Shiny Web Application
Try the app with your Duke account here!

Future Work
❖

*Requires Duke Login and Co-Lab OAuth

User Profile: Stores the user information
associated with the Duke account

Recommend: Retrieves the user
information and gives recommendations

❖
❖
❖

Improve our recommendation
algorithm
➢
Ask organizations to self-select
tags
➢
Collect data from students
through the website
Incorporate student “pathways” in the
system
Implement a rating system for
recommendations
Add more co-curriculars, including
non-tech activities, to our database
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